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of large amounts of data, that will be one of the main
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So again, dealing with unstructured and structured
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Data or is interested in Big Data and is actually
considering to share that data with other partners,

I think the first top tip for any corporation who's

customers, think about the implications of how you
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Fourth dimension: if you're a corporation which is
interested in buying technology which is enabling this
process of becoming more intelligent and savvy and
dealing with Big Data, so you're buying essentially
technology and eventually also assets such as large
amounts of data, think about the evaluation of the
legal dimension.
Fifth dimension: probably the access to public sector
information. It is quite clear that the new adaptation
of the public sector information directive is driven by
clear understanding that the information held by
governments in Europe, there's a huge potential for
innovators to make use of it, so the access to publicly
available information through the routes that
directive has set forth, and which will come in to
force in about two years from now, will give a lot of
opportunities to small and mid-size businesses which
they have not yet had.
Big Data is a truly exciting opportunity not only for
businesses, but also for lawyers. It offers the need to
think in a very innovative way, and Bird & Bird is
very well placed to help clients developing their Big
Data strategy, to actually extract the value out of
these opportunities, in going forward to transact in
an efficient manner, to safeguard their interest, to
protect their asset, and it's great being part of that.
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